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The Glamour of Exotic Travel 
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I’m a great believer in variety in science fiction wargaming. Given the ability of 

incompetents to get themselves into trouble, I think they also deserve their day 

in the limelight. I have been working on a campaign where, to get both the 

variety of incidents, produce a coherent backstory, and give you a way of 

running away at speed, the player(s) are captain and crew of a small merchant 

ship. 

Here is a nice simple scenario, solo or working through it with an opponent. Just 

a couple of incidents. 

The contact 

As you look for freight on the orbital space port, you are approached by an alien 

called Hazzurt. Working on the principle that a ship as battered as yours needs 

money, Hazzurt makes you a business proposition. He and some friends have 

captured a consignment of spiced dried jellyfish. This is an expensive planetary 

speciality, and export off planet is tightly controlled. Frankly, on the planet, the 

entire half ton stacker is barely worth a hundred Valon Thalers. (About a credit.) 

But when sold off world, it would be difficult not to get twenty credits for it, and 

if you could sell it in the right market, you could get a hundred. 

He isn’t being greedy. You meet him and his mates, give him 1000 Valon 

Thalers, and he’ll give you the stacker of spiced dried jellyfish. He and his mates 

have done well, and you stand to make a mint! 

It’s too good to turn down. 

How Big Is Your Crew? 

Given that you have to run a spaceship 24/7 when it’s in space, you really need 

three watch keeping officers, plus three engineers and then there’s the 

supercargo, steward and cook etc etc etc. But none of them are hired to be 

combat monkeys. Still there’s no reason why you shouldn’t have weapons and 

appropriate training. So I think you can assume you can muster half a dozen 

competent people. This will still leave crew to look after your ship and load cargo 

and suchlike.  

Of your competent people, I’d assume that one or perhaps two might be 

veterans, having served in the military with the rest being ‘normal’. This bunch 

will count as first class regulars. Your other crew are, from a combat point of 

view going to be predominantly green, but some might be ‘normal’. They count 

as second class regulars.  

The First Little Problem 

As you and your half dozen cross the concourse of the orbital spaceport, you 

notice one of your crewmen is in the queue at a fast food outlet. Not a problem. 

Your people get time off when you’re docked.  

Except that suddenly a bunch of a dozen thugs single him out and start to attack 

him. They’re led by somebody you recognise as a local officer of the Spiced 
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Dried Jellyfish Authority. Word has obviously got out that you’re talking to 

rogues who are trying to break the monopoly.  

In reality they’re not professional brawlers, they’re rough lads who happen to 

work for the Authority, probably in the warehouses, and they’re earning 

overtime by being exuberant. They count as Green, and warriors.  

Terrain 

The concourse is a circular area with an island in the middle which has all sorts 

of commercial outlets, and scattered around the outside, passages leading to 

docking bays. There are also fast food concessions and crowds of people going 

about their business.  

Weaponry? 

Well on the station, it is accepted you might carry knives, because they’re as 

much tools as weapons. Concealed pistols are accepted but under sufferance. 

Wearing powered armour means people ask questions, normally when holding 

anti-tank weapons. But light flak armour isn’t unusual if it’s fashionably cut. 

The mob’s reaction. 

When they see you, the thugs leave two men to beat up your crewman and the 

rest attack you. They are armed with clubs and similar.  If you fight them with 

similar weapons they will not draw firearms. If you produce a firearm, d6 of 

them will also have pistols.  

The passers-by reaction 

If it’s just a brawl, people keep out of the way but largely carry on. If somebody 

opens fire, then everybody runs and you’re fighting in a deserted concourse.  

The authority’s reaction. 

A brawl is just one of the things that happens. The use of firearms or similar 

provokes more of a reaction. D10 turns after the first shot is fired the first, five 

strong squad of ‘normal’ security guards in composite armour arrive. They have 

what look like heavy shotguns but fire bean-bag rounds, Treat the weapon as a 

shotgun firing slug. It’ll be good up to 50 yards but pretty poor beyond. It 

doesn’t even attempt to penetrate armour, a successful hit knocks the target 

over and the target is stunned for d6 rounds. 

Anybody who has been hit by one of these rounds will be taken to the sickbay 

and examined by a medic just to make sure there are no cracked ribs, signs of 

concussion, whiplash injuries, internal bleeding etc.  

This squad will open fire on anybody brandishing a firearm. Once they have been 

taken down, it’s anybody else who doesn’t surrender. If they are fired at, a 

second squad arrives armed with laser rifles. 

Provided nobody has been killed, the authorities will just tell you all to behave. If 

somebody has been killed, it was all on camera anyway so the trial should be 

brisk. 
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The Second Little Problem 

Assuming you’ve survived the first problem you get a shuttle down to the planet 

surface. Here you can hire some sort of ground vehicle and follow the directions 

to the isolated rendezvous.  

Here you find yourself separated from Hazzurt and his band by a canal. They are 

on the other side of it with a barge between you. Hazzurt suggests he crosses 

with the barge, brings one of you with the money back to his side, and Big 

Pongo places the stacker on the barge. Hazzurt counts your money. You check 

Hazzurt’s Spiced Dried Jellyfish. If you both agree then Hazzurt will get out on 

his bank and Big Pongo will come across with you to lift the half ton stacker into 

your vehicle. Then you all go on your way rejoicing.  

Hazzurt is Veteran, his three men are normal. Two of them have energy 

carbines, one has an intermediate round assault rifle and Big Pongo has a club 

and a pistol. They count as warriors. 

Roll a d10 at the start of every move once your man with the money is in the 

barge. On a 1, Hazzurt is out to double cross you. At this point everybody starts 

firing and reacting.  

But if there’s a 2 on the dice, Hazzurt has been betrayed by one of his contacts, 

and a force from the Spiced Dried Jellyfish Authority arrive on the scene. Now 

the gloves are off, they consist of 10 normal militia with flak jackets and 

submachineguns.  

Roll a d6 

1,2 They appear on your side of the canal 

3,4 They sail down the middle of the canal in a barge 

5,6 They appear on Hazzurt’s side of the canal. 

Assuming you and Hazzurt haven’t started betraying each other, you’re both on 

the same side against the Authority. If you have started fighting each other, 

then it’s every being for themselves.  

Once the Authority arrive, Hazzurt will no longer even think of betraying you.  

Your aim is to get your stacker to your vehicle and leave. 

 

 

 

  


